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Goodreads Choice 2013 Finalist - Science FictionWinner of the Alex Award for the American

Library Association's 2014 Youth Media AwardsWhen out-of-shape IT technician Roen woke

up and started hearing voices in his head, he naturally assumed he was losing it.He wasn't.He

now has a passenger in his brain - an ancient alien life-form called Tao, whose race crash-

landed on Earth before the first fish crawled out of the oceans. Now split into two opposing

factions - the peace-loving, but under-represented Prophus, and the savage, powerful Genjix -

the aliens have been in a state of civil war for centuries. Both sides are searching for a way off-

planet, and the Genjix will sacrifice the entire human race, if that's what it takes.Meanwhile,

Roen is having to train to be the ultimate secret agent. Like that's going to end up well...File

Under: Science Fiction [ The Tug of War | I Was Genghis | Diary of a Slob | Spy vs Spy ]From

the Paperback edition.



Wesley ChuThe Livesof TaoTo my parents, Mike and Yukie ChuChapter OneEndgameI once

wrote, “Whatever has come to be has already been named, and it is known what man is, and

that he is not able to dispute with one stronger than he.” The humans refer to that stronger

being as God. I was referring to myself.Huchel, Genjix Council – Eastern Hemisphere,the

Quasing of King SolomonThe five most egotistical personalities in history. Go.“That’s easy. You,

Genghis, Alexander, Napoleon, and Kathy’s nephew.”The one at Cambridge?“He reminds me

every time I see him.”Not a bad list, but I think Genghis Khan’s inclusion is well

deserved.“Patting yourself on the back? I guess listing you and Genghis is a bit

redundant.”Hardly. We should move to another spot. Our view here is obstructed.Edward Blair

looked at the sandy-blonde woman in the charcoal suit sitting across the bar. Their eyes met,

and a hint of dimples appeared on her face, accompanied by a small suggestive smile as she

tugged on something around her waist and signaled the bartender. “The view’s just fine where

we’re at, Tao.” Edward swirled the golden brown liquid in his glass and sipped with confidence.

He kept his gaze on her and winked. He was rewarded with a wink and a slight blush before

the bartender arrived and blocked his view.We have more important things to do than play this

silly game.Edward finished his scotch and ordered another. “Oh, I forgot. We’re talking about

how great Genghis was. Fact is, buddy, his work has been duplicated and expanded upon, just

look at Alexander. And last time I checked, Mongolia plays a pretty insignificant role on the

world stage.”Alexander is an unfair comparison. It is easy to build an empire when you inherit

an army.“Well, by size, the old British Empire won. At least they’re still around. So there you go,

bigger and longer. Size and durability count after all. Ask my wife.” Edward turned away from

the bar and looked out the window at the dizzying array of lights in the streets below, a

complex grid of bright lines reaching out as far as the eye could see. The night sky was

growing darker as large rolling clouds smothered the moon and the stars.He could feel the

gentle swaying on the ninety-fifth floor as strong winds battered the John Hancock Center,

rocking it ever so slightly. Springtime in Chicago half a klick above the ground was unpleasant

at best. “Good thing we didn’t glide in,” he muttered, taking another sip of scotch and feeling its

warmth spread through his body. “You’d think criminal masterminds would choose more

isolated bases of operations than the tops of skyscrapers. What happened to the good ol’ days

when they lived on deserted islands in the Pacific?”Resorts and skyrocketing beachfront

property prices happened. Besides, criminal masterminds are people too. They need groceries

and cable like the rest of us. It also does not let us get cute with our plans.Edward leaned

forward, and his eyes followed one of the metal beams that crisscrossed the building. That

much was true. Sneaking into a base on top of a skyscraper in the center of a metropolis was

just as difficult as infiltrating a remote island. Security on the ground was tight, and the weather

made an air drop too risky. Short of blowing up the building, Edward had limited options other

than through the Signature room on the ninety-fifth floor, one floor above the Genjix base.

“What about Napoleon?”What about him? He should not even be on the list.“He was crowned

emperor. That’s worth something.”Anyone can bestow a title upon himself. Calling yourself a

genius does not make it so.“You call yourself a genius all the time.”By human standards? Not

hard.“Napoleon didn’t do too badly for himself. You’re a bit biased; you two never got

along.”Almost conquering Europe does not an emperor make. He was a brilliant general, but

his tenure disqualifies him for the hall of fame.“You’re penalizing him because of his

administrative skills?”Paper-pushing is an integral part of empire ruling. Consider–“Excuse me,

sir, the general manager would like to buy you a drink,” the bartender said, placing another



glass of scotch onto the counter.Edward turned back toward the bar and smiled again as the

woman sitting across the room moved to the seat next to him, one hand on a martini and the

other extended.“Simone,” she purred. “I hope you don’t mind. I ordered you an eighteen instead

of the twelve.”Edward looked down at his drink and grinned. He took her hand and shook it,

lingering longer than appropriate. “Blake Emanuel. I’ll have to return the favor in some other

way.” Their conversation grew more intimate over the next twenty minutes as they moved closer

and closer together.Edward, I hate to ruin your sport, but our window is closing. The codes

expire in two days, and we are not getting anywhere here. I regret not insisting on gliding in.“In

this weather? You must have more faith in my flying skills than I do. Now, keep quiet and let me

focus on Simone here. I need to keep my architect story straight.”Twenty years together now

and you are still incorrigible.“Intergalactic civil war wasn’t exactly on my career track out of

West Point, Tao.”Wish I never found you?“You know the answer to that.”His earpiece crackled.

“Abelard, are you in position?”“That’s cute. Remind me to have a few words with Marc about

these dumb code names when I get back.”I find it fitting. Quite a compliment actually.“Things

didn’t exactly end well for Abelard and Heloise, if I remember how that tragedy went. I hate it

when he listens in.”It is Jeo’s nature. Marc just picked up the habit.Smiling all the while, Edward

excused himself and left Simone at the bar, walking toward the restrooms in the back of the

lounge. He waited until he was alone in the hallway before entering a door marked “Personnel

Only.” In the kitchen, he hurried past the workers before they had a chance to stop him and

exited through another door into a back room. “Roger, Marc. Stand by.” He pulled out a set of

keys attached to a band and began trying them on the locked door.How did you know she had

keys?“They were dangling on her waist, and she was far too authoritative with the

bartender.”Clever, Edward. I stand corrected.“Twenty years together, Tao. Have a little faith.”The

door clicked open and Edward sprinted through a barren hallway past a bank of elevators to

the stairwell on the other side. He hurried down several flights to a metal door, slipping on a

pair of thin black gloves as he went, and broke a small vial over the handle. Edward watched

the corrosive acid burn through the lock and whispered, “Marc, green to proceed. How’s it

looking topside?”“It’s bumpy up here, but we’re taking a nice tour of the skyline. Rendezvous on

the roof at your go. You have one shot at this, so make it count.”“Evac 0100. Don’t be

late.”“Acknowledged, Abelard. Over and out.”“Tao, you keeping track of the time?”As always, I

am your alarm clock.“Is something up with Marc? Past couple of missions, he seemed

ambivalent about everything. Like the time we guarded the Spanish prime minister, I don’t think

Marc cared if the man died.”That is Jeo for you. He hates this planet more than the rest of us,

but I have known him for a long time. He has always been reliable.“You hate Earth, Tao?”You

have to put it in perspective of where we came from. Kind of like visiting your tax

accountant.“Got it. Still, I wish he wasn’t such a downer.” Edward caught the handle as it

burned off and placed it on the floor. He opened the door a sliver and scanned the area inside.

Dark Brazilian wood floors, antique lamps, and plush Victorian furniture decorated both sides

of a long hallway. Books filled rows of shelves on one wall; a large polished marble bust of

Plato was prominently displayed between two elevator doors. “Did we get the right floor?”I

believe so. Chiyva’s fingerprints are all over. Typical of him to have a bust of himself. And I see

his taste has not changed much since the nineteenth century.Staying flat to the wall, Edward

crept to the end of the corridor and peered around the corner.Two guards to the right side.

Surveillance camera moving at twenty-second sweeps in the corner.“Twenty seconds, huh?

Not a lot of room for error. Gun?”No, keep it quiet. No need to raise a fuss yet. Camera is

moving now. Go!Pulling out a knife from its holster, Edward exhaled, rounded the corner, and

took off running. Hugging the right wall, he stayed low, covering ground quickly as he charged



the two unsuspecting men. Once in range, he shifted to the left wall for a better angle and, with

a flick of his wrist, threw the knife. It whistled as it shot past the first guard and into the neck of

the second. The man gasped and went limp. The remaining guard turned to look at his fallen

companion just as Edward closed in and rammed his fist into the man’s ribcage.Fifteen

seconds on the camera.The guard doubled over as Edward grabbed his head and snapped his

neck. Before the body had fallen to the floor, Edward had already moved to the other body and

pulled out his knife.Not bad for a forty year-old dog.“Like I said, durability counts.”Touché. Get

the bodies in. Ten seconds on the camera.Edward took out a modified keycard, slid it through

the electronic lock, and opened the door with a soft click. He dragged the bodies into a

darkened room filled with rows of computers. The room was cool and hummed with a low

resonance from dozens of machines and a loud ventilation shaft. “Did the camera catch

anything?”Two seconds and change. The mark is Trixlix GeTr715.Edward’s eyes ran down the

list of servers until he found GeTr715 tucked near the rear of the third row on the bottom rack.

“Hello, mark,” he whispered in satisfaction. “Let’s see if you’re worth leaving Simone upstairs.”

Edward pulled out a small cable from his belt and plugged it into the server. “Codes accepted.

Starting extraction now.” The monitor above the server blinked to life, and Edward’s fingers

blurred as he typed, digging for the information he needed. His trained eyes jumped from

directory to directory, grabbing bits and pieces of different files. “It seems the rumors about this

fabled Penetra program are true. It does exist.”Verify.Edward went into the folder and opened

the files inside. “Hmm,” he paused, shaking his head. “My secretary can organize information

better than this.”Worry about their formatting skills another time. Copy the blueprints and get

out of here.Edward’s eyes widened as he scanned the contents. “Found the blueprints, but look

at this provisions list and these chemical stockpiles. I thought this was a surveillance prototype.

Could it be a biological weapon? How are they getting past customs? I wish we had lobbyists

this good. Initiating upload. Wait, backup access control list just tripped. We’re getting kicked

out.”The security file probably just alerted a platoon of guards. Get what we have and go.His

earpiece crackled, “Edward, we’ve just confirmed the data stream. On our way to pick you up

now.”“Confirmed. Over and out.” Edward unplugged the cord and scrambled in the direction of

the exit. Hearing heavy footsteps, he stopped and retreated back to the rows of servers just as

a group of guards entered the room.No armor. 1911s by the looks of it. Laser scopes. Three,

no, four guards. None appear to be Genjix.“Must be the hired help.”Take them out fast.One of

the guards turned on the lights and the rest fanned out, moving from aisle to aisle. Shouts of

“Clear!” could be heard as they made their way toward him. Edward pulled out his Glock and

crept to the edge of an aisle. As an arm came into view, he trapped it with one hand and threw

his elbow into the guard’s face, dropping him to the floor. The scuffle alerted the others, and

they converged on his position.Another guard appeared at the other end of the aisle and

opened fire. Bullets ricocheted off the metal shelves. A searing pain erupted in Edward’s left

arm and his hand went numb. Falling flat to the floor, he took quick aim and finished his target

with three quick shots to the chest.Grazing shot. Shake it off. Get to the extraction point!Edward

reloaded the pistol and ran out to the hallway. Sirens blared all around him. He sprinted back

toward the stairwell, hearing sounds of approaching footsteps close behind. He burst through

the door and ran up the stairs. A group of guards soon followed. Bullets flying past his head,

Edward craned his neck over the railing, grabbed a grenade from his side, pushed the timer for

one second, and tossed it over the railing. The resulting explosion knocked him off his feet.

Everything went dark for a split second. Water sprinklers activated and began to spray the

room. Shaking his head to clear it, Edward pulled himself up and continued up the stairs.“I’m

getting too old for this.”What happened to “durability counts?” We can worry about putting you



out to pasture after this mission.Another group of guards appeared two flights above him and

opened fire. Edward threw himself against the wall as gunfire rained down upon him. “Get me

another way up to the top.”Through the door. Get to the roof from the other stairwell.Marc’s

voice came through the earpiece so loud Edward winced. “We’ve landed on the roof.

Resistance heavier than anticipated. Hurry!”“I’m working on it!” Edward yelled as he burst

through the door out of the stairwell and came face to face with an attractive young woman.

She wore an expensive tan suit and had her hair tied in a high ponytail. If it were any other

time, he would stop and try to chat her up. But it wasn’t any other time. He grabbed her and

jammed the Glock into her side. “Sorry, darling, this probably isn’t the best way to make a first

impression.”It is Yrrika.Edward sighed. “Really? Yrrika always picks the pretty ones.” Without

hesitation, he pulled the trigger. She had only a moment to gasp before falling to the floor. Her

body shimmered as the Genjix emerged and floated into the air.Let us hope Yrrika does not

find a new host in time. Down to the end of the hallway, make a right, third door on the left.“Do

you remember the time I tried to pick up Yrrika’s previous host?”In Istanbul? I warned you not

to. You were twenty-five and she was sixty. How did that work out for you?“You could have told

me she was a judo champion.”She was not. You just were not that good back then. Some of the

hardest lessons are the best.Edward took off running. The alarm was getting on his nerves and

he heard footsteps all around him. There was no telling how many other Genjix hosts were

here. He sprinted down the hall to the other stairwell and scrambled up to the roof. With the

amount of heat behind him, Edward was really hoping Marc was ready to take off right away.

Edward slammed his body into the exterior door and barreled onto the rooftop. Losing his

balance, he tumbled forward and rolled into a kneeling position, pistol trained forward.The roof

of the John Hancock Center in Chicago was a mess of black shadows and cluttered metal

structures bathed in ghostly red by lights from its two towering antennas. To Edward’s left was

a row of large fans; in front, a set of stairs that led up to another platform; and to his right, the

helicopter. Cold winds howled overhead. Edward stayed low and made his way toward his ride

home, slipping from shadow to shadow.Where are the other agents, and why is the helicopter

not prepped to leave? Something is wrong.Edward ran to the cockpit and found two of his

agents slumped over the controls. One more was dead outside. The windshield was shattered,

the cockpit smashed, and a small fire raged in the holding area.Is it operable?“Of course not,

there’s no cockpit anymore! Let’s see if the emergency chute’s still there.”Fortunately, the

compartment in the rear housing the parachutes was intact. He strapped on a chute, tied it

around his waist, and checked the release.Are any of the bodies Marc? If so, we need to see if

Jeo survived. We cannot leave him here.Edward turned the bodies over and tore off their

helmets. Then he went back outside and checked the lone agent there. “They’re all standards.

Where’s Marc, damn it?”Edward, all three died of headshots.A chill shot down Edward’s spine.

He didn’t care if he was up against James friggin’ Bond. No one was good enough to tap three

headshots in rapid succession… unless he was at close range. The only body missing was

Marc’s. Was it possible? Faction changing was a time-honored tradition in the war, but Tao and

Jeo had been comrades since Rome was nothing more than a bunch of huts on a muddy hill.

However, as much as Edward hated to admit it, he couldn’t come up with an explanation other

than betrayal, and he didn’t have the luxury of time to unravel the mystery at this moment. If

this was true, he was in immediate danger.Edward ducked behind the wreckage and blended

into the darkness. Staying low, he made his way to the eastern side of the roof, using the

assorted structures, ventilation generators, and air ducts as cover until he reached the edge of

the building. He looked out at the black void of Lake Michigan. The John Hancock Center was

not tall enough for a safe paradrop, so his only chance was a water landing. It would be frigid



this time of year. “Base jumping is not my idea of a solid escape plan,” he muttered, looking at

the streets below.There has been worse. Remember Budapest and the sewage tunnels?

Edward shuddered. “Don’t remind me.” He stepped up to the ledge and prepared to jump.

Suddenly, sharp jabs of pain exploded in his back, nearly knocking him over the side. He

collapsed onto the roof. Only the parachute and his body armor saved his life. Edward groaned

as he tried to lift his head.“Don’t move, Edward,” a familiar voice said from behind him. “I can’t

let you escape.”Snap out of it. Voice coming from behind you to the left. An image of a

generator Edward passed moments before flashed in his head.Edward rolled over and looked

at his partner of the past two years. “Isolated rooftop; nice trap. What’s going on, Marc? We’re

not paying you enough?”With a stony expression, Marc shook his head and motioned with his

rifle. “It’s not that I don’t believe in the Prophus cause anymore, it’s just that I don’t care. I’m

tired of this stupid war.”“We’re all tired of this war,” Edward yelled over the howl of the wind. “It

doesn’t mean we just throw in the towel and change teams, you dumb bastard.” He inched

himself up to a sitting position.Marc’s face contorted in anger. “And you know what? You’re

right; I’m not getting paid enough. At least the Genjix know how to treat their people right. We

don’t get paid crap! No one bothered to tell me that I’d be working for nothing, so a bunch of

aliens can return to some mud-ball planet! There’s nothing in it for any of us. Not you, not me.

Hell, I didn’t even have a choice. I just got drafted by Jeo when he decided I was his type! Why

are we even up here doing this crap if we’ll be long dead before anything happens?”“It’s not

just about you, Marc. You know what happens if we lose. Does Jeo feel the same way?”Marc

chuckled nervously. “Jeo? Hell, he’s the one that convinced me that it’s all a bloody waste.” His

face softened, showing a small semblance of remorse. “Look, man, it’s not personal. I’m sure

you and Tao know that. But if I have to be involved, I want to be on the winning side, and since

no one trusts anyone anymore, you’re my ticket in. I have to deliver you to Sean. He asked for

you specifically.”Edward’s body throbbed from the pain and his left arm felt useless. However,

he wasn’t about to surrender to this junior varsity agent. He watched Marc’s breathing, pacing

his nervous quick breaths and the slight up and down motions of the rifle. Then just as Marc

inhaled, Edward lurched to the side and fired. Bullets sprayed the spot where he’d been

moments before and he heard a satisfying cry of pain as Marc dropped his rifle and fell to one

knee.Edward crept behind a generator, grimacing. He had a couple of cracked ribs for sure.

Peering over the top, he saw an injured Marc retreat into the shadows, holding onto his

bleeding shoulder. Edward took off the backpack and inspected the contents. The parachute

was riddled with bullets.“We’re in trouble, Tao. We just lost our escape route.”I am working on a

backup plan now.“Work faster, Tao! We got more peons coming.” Indeed, the door opened and

several guards poured onto the roof. He would be discovered in moments. Marc limped out of

his hiding spot and joined the guards as they fanned out to search for Edward.We seem to be

out of options. Surrender.“That’s your backup plan? You know I can’t do that. If I surrender,

they’ll kill me anyway just to get to you. You’ll die.”Then we go down fighting.“No, that’s not an

option either. If I die here, you’ll be trapped on the roof and be lost. They’ll know if you take one

of the guards and just kill him as well.”Edward…“Edward,” Marc shouted. “You’ve got one way

out. Let’s not waste your life. Come on, we can discuss terms. You don’t need to die up

here.”“Think they’ll spare our lives as part of the terms?”Jeo would. Chiyva or Zoras will stab

you with whatever utensil they are eating with the instant you are in arm’s reach.“Price of fame,

I guess.” Edward peered over the side of the generator at the floating beams from the

flashlights dancing over the roof’s surface. It was just a matter of time. “There’s one other

choice then.”No, Edward. We will find another way.Edward sighed and looked at the sky. The

clouds had passed and a single star came out of hiding, sparkling in the otherwise black night.



The harsh wind had died down as well, and he felt a calmness come over him. “Tao, it’s the

only way. At least one of us will make it out of here. You’ll have a much better chance of

surviving if there are potential hosts around.”There has to be another way.“We don’t have time

for another way. You know this is the right thing to do. Just promise me you’ll get that son of a

bitch Marc someday.”There was a brief silence.I swear it by the Eternal Sea.“Say goodbye to

Kathy for me. Tell her I love her.”I will, my friend.Without another word, Edward stood up and

sprinted toward the edge. His heart was beating out of his chest as he reached the edge of the

roof and leaped out as far as he could. The city opened beneath him to an explosion of

lights.Chapter TwoRebirthTao cherished his last precious moments with his host as Edward

plummeted down the side of the John Hancock Center, a bittersweet luxury as they said their

goodbyes. His friend was characteristically stoic about the inevitable, having made peace with

this eventuality years ago.Goodbye, my friend. Return to the Eternal Sea in peace. Your soul

will live on through me, and your death will not be in vain. I will always remember you.“Take

care of yourself, Tao. Win the war for me, buddy.”Then darkness.And piercing bitter cold.The

expulsion hurt. It always did. No matter how many times he left a host, Tao was never prepared

for the crushing shock of the thick atmosphere. He ebbed in and out of consciousness, and

then found himself looking down at the body of his fallen friend.Unable to sustain himself for

long without the warm cocoon of a host, Tao struggled to keep his gaseous form together as

the winds battered him. His translucent turquoise membrane stretched and expanded as if an

irregular beating heart, floating side to side as the heavy oxygen currents pushed and pulled in

every direction. He had only minutes before he would succumb to the near freezing

temperatures of the planet’s harsh environment. It was a grim reminder of why he was so

desperate to return home.The Genjix would have men down here in moments. Their scanners

could track Quasing outside of hosts. Tao surveyed his surroundings. In front of him, Michigan

Avenue was relatively still, save for a few passing cars. Behind him, the ominous structure of

the John Hancock Center stretched high up into the sky, eerily black and quiet.Tao decided to

take his chances south and swam along the side of the street. Though time was not on his side

and the choices were slim, he was determined to be selective with potential hosts. His first

candidate was an old vagrant sleeping on a bus stop bench. Tao swam up and examined him:

weak skeletal structure, multiple abrasions over the membrane, uneven shallow breathing.

Without another thought, Tao moved on. No use in trapping himself into someone so old and

unsuitable. There must be a healthier host more open to influence even at this hour!He

continued south on Michigan Avenue, passed the Water Tower Plaza to Chicago Avenue,

turned east at the Museum of Contemporary Art, and studied a stray dog picking through a

dumpster in the alley. It was a large mix, possibly mastiff and pit bull with strong jaws, powerful

legs, and an intelligent alertness to his eyes. Tao guessed it was no older than three or four. He

considered the animal a moment before moving on. It had been centuries since he was

desperate enough to occupy an animal host and he wasn’t far enough gone to concede the

need yet.Looking back, he saw a group of four men running toward him in the distance. They

had found him! If they got close enough, a gunshot would tear him apart. A Quasing could not

outrun a human in their natural state. Hiding was out of the question. The scanners would find

him as long as he was within their radius. Tao would have to stay out of sight until he found a

suitable candidate. He pressed on.He doubled back to Michigan Avenue and continued south.

A minute later, he found an excellent candidate walking alone on the other side of the street.

She was an athletic female, late twenties, a shade under two meters in height, and about fifty

kilos. The host was a little old, but at this time of the night, there weren’t going to be many

younger. Tao made his move and swam as fast as he could toward the candidate. Careful to



avoid oncoming traffic, Tao crossed the street, staying low to the pavement to avoid the

stronger air currents.The young woman had stopped and was standing on the side of the road,

looking in both directions. A car sped by in front of him, creating a breeze that sucked him off

his course. He lost precious seconds struggling to regain control. Just as he reached her and

was about to inhabit the new host, she hailed a cab, got in, and rode off.No! Tao brushed the

setback aside and kept moving, intent on surviving the night. His membrane was starting to

crack from the cold, and like a human drowning in the ocean, he was wearing down. He

reached Ontario Street and moved west, hoping for signs of life. Several times, he considered

heading back for the dog, but knew he would not make it in time. A group of people was on the

other side of the street, but traffic was too thick to risk crossing. Even at a low speed, any

impact from a vehicle would finish him in this delicate state.A loud bang echoed in the distance

and the car window near where Tao was floating shattered. Behind him, two more Genjix were

taking aim. He didn’t have much time. The Genjix were still two hundred meters back, but

closing fast. Tao turned the corner and fled down the street. His only option now was to find a

host while out of the Genjix agents’ visual range, and then get the host away from this area

before they caught him in their surveillance net.A figure stepped out of a building at the far end

of the block and walked toward him. Tao knew this was likely his last chance, so he swam hard

toward his target, going against the currents that tossed him like a sailboat in a storm. The cold

was overpowering, daggers of pain shooting throughout his membrane. If he had been a

human, screams would not express the agony he was experiencing, being crushed and ripped

apart simultaneously from inside out. It would be so easy to let go, to just let his core dissipate.

It would be final rest, a well-deserved one.Tao lost consciousness, drifting off into the

blackness, and for a moment, he felt a sensation of numbness so sweet that it overwhelmed

him. If this serenity really was the end, maybe there was nothing to dying after all. The Quasing

gave little thought to death, and Tao cared even less than most. But now, he enveloped himself

in this beautiful numbness that was the end of his existence. If he had known previously that

the end was so beautiful…But that would mean the Prophus lost.And the Genjix won.Tao

would die. Edward would die. Edward was dead. And the Genjix would succeed. The memories

of every one of his brethren fallen to the Genjix flashed through his mind. He thought of the

consequences if the Genjix won. Earth, a planet and her inhabitants, people he had grown to

cherish, would lay in ruin in their wake. His work was unfinished. With a silent howl, Tao

snapped back into consciousness and looked at the figure just off to the side, about to get into

a car. He pushed forward harder than he ever pushed before. There was too much at stake to

give in. Tao was almost upon the person now and prepared to transition into the new host’s

body. Then the new host got into a car and slammed the door shut.Not again. It was over.

There was no one else around, and he hadn’t the strength to go any further. Tao floated

outside the car and watched as the driver started the engine. Time had run out and he would

die. It seemed unfitting in a way, to end his life with such a small whimper. Suddenly, the door

opened and the man leaned out, head bent over the side.Not believing his good fortune, Tao

slid inside and focused on his new host as he prepared to make his move. The portly man was

in his early thirties by the looks of the skin pigment, a tad under one hundred twenty kilos, and

quite a bit under two meters. He had a stressed skeletal structure and a heart condition, most

likely from the excess weight and a very low muscle to fat ratio. He also had an unsafe level of

alcohol in his system, enough to impair motor skills. An adventurous or a foolhardy man to be

sure. Both were traits Tao could take advantage of.Now, he regretted ruling out the dog. At

least with the animal, he could influence it to take him back to the Prophus. This human would

require a bit more work to train and get up to speed. Well, Tao did not have the luxury of



second-guessing himself. He had to make do with what was in front of him.He focused once

more and made the final push into his new home. The shift into a new host was difficult as

always. The skin was the most difficult to absorb through, though not as hard as some of the

other creatures he had inhabited. A few, like the dinosaurs with their exterior bone plating, were

impossible to push into without finding soft points. Others – like the insects of today – did not

have the mass or fluid structure in their bodies to be proper hosts, missing the right mix of

enzymes and nucleic acids needed to sustain a Quasing.After several seconds and a laborious

effort, Tao completed the push and was once again encased inside a host. He shuddered in

relief as the human’s body protected him from the elements. A few more moments out in the

atmosphere and he would have been dead. Tao began to absorb the base chemicals and

nutrients from his new host, careful not to take too much in at once, only replenishing what he

needed to survive. It would take time for this new host’s body to adapt to his intrusion.Roen Tan

leaned out of the car and took a deep breath. Once he was sure there wasn’t going to be

projectile vomiting ruining the faux leather interior, he closed the door and sat back up. The

chilly night air was soothing after the cramped basement of the nightclub. This was the last

time, he told himself, but that was a lie and he knew it.Every few weeks, out of boredom and

loneliness, Roen would come to this dingy club and spend a miserable night standing in the

corner before heading home early. He looked at his watch: 1.30. Well, early was a relative term.

Roen sighed. He was out another hundred bucks – thirty to get in, and seventy on drinks for

himself and the four girls who ditched him the instant they got them.Checking his face in the

mirror, he noticed his bloodshot eyes and puffy cheeks. These late-night outings were a vicious

cycle. Roen knew he was drunk, but he’d be damned if he was going to spend another fifteen

dollars for a cab. Besides, how would he get his car tomorrow? Spend more money to cab it

back? Forget it. What if he got a ticket?Suddenly, Roen gasped and doubled over, the contents

of his stomach crawling up his throat. He threw open the door again and leaned over the edge,

pleading with whatever just died in his belly to just get out and end his misery. Funny, he didn’t

think he’d drunk that much. Maybe his dinner wasn’t agreeing with him. Then, as if on

command, all the contents in his stomach spilled out of his mouth, in one big disgusting mess,

all over the sidewalk.“Frozen pizza was a bad idea,” he grumbled, grimacing in pain. His head

pounding and his stomach unsettled, Roen thought he would lose his dinner a few more times.

After several seconds, the nausea dissipated and he began to feel better. He leaned back into

his car and pulled out of the parking spot, nearly hitting a group of four men wearing what

looked like Ghostbuster proton packs sprinting across the street.Roen decided to not yell at

them to be careful and continued on his way. The road blurred a little as he drove. Fortunately,

traffic was light and the drive to his apartment – just outside the downtown area – was short.

Roen smacked his lips and made a face at the bile still in his mouth. He reached his garage

without incident, parked his car, and stumbled to the elevator. Once the metal doors closed, the

nausea kicked in again. Roen focused his attention on the digital display on the wall.“Fifteen,

sixteen, seventeen… a rat cage with a view at least.” He scowled, stepping out on the twentieth

floor. He dragged his feet down the hall and wrestled the keys out of his pocket, fiddling a bit

with the key until the lock finally opened. Bumping into each wall, he kicked off his shoes and

staggered in, not minding the fresh scuff marks on the walls.Feeling the room spin, Roen made

his way into the kitchen for a glass of water. He took a few deep gulps and looked down at the

empty bowls on the floor. When was the last time he fed the cat? Poor guy must be starving.

Roen filled the bowls with enough food and water to last another week.He was about to leave

when he saw a week-old bag of chips lying opened on the counter. Maybe some salt and carbs

would help settle his upset stomach. He grabbed the bag and popped a handful of chips into



his mouth. On the way back to his room, he noticed the lights on in the second bedroom. His

roommate Antonio must be online again. Roen walked in and leaned over his best friend’s

shoulder. “The girl at Yale or the hot single mom in California?” he asked.“Both, and one of the

nurses at the cardio ward.” Antonio leaned back and winked. “What can I say, once you get an

MD attached to your name, they all come out of the woodwork.”Roen shook his head.

“Already? Two days in residency and you’re already milking it. You’re a dog, bro.”Antonio

shrugged. “That’s Dr. Dog to you, good sir. To be honest, I don’t like the title. It brings out the

wrong sort of interest from girls. I’m going to start telling them I’m a chef instead.”Roen shook

his fist in the air. “Oh, why didn’t my counselor tell me that doctors get all the women? Damn

you, career counselor! Actually, I wish you were a chef. Then I’d get something out of this

relationship.”“You don’t need a culinary degree to cook frozen food. How was the club?”“Same

old, same old.”“You meet anyone?”Roen sighed and patted Antonio on the back. “Like I said,

same old, same old. I’m off to bed. Have fun, virtual Don Juan. Make sure you’re actually

talking to women, and not forty year-old perverts.”“Don Juan, MD.”Exhausted, Roen walked into

his room and closed the door behind him. All he could think about was sleep. He took off his

shirt and pants, and tossed them aside, leaving a trail of clothes on the floor. He plopped onto

the bed and stared at the ceiling. Antonio talked to more women staying in his room in front of

the computer than Roen did all night at a club.What was Roen doing wrong? And it’s not even

like Antonio really tried. Life was so unfair. I shouldn’t have flunked chemistry, he thought, I

could have been a doctor. But then he remembered that he didn’t like the sight of blood. With a

deep sigh, Roen turned over, and in seconds was snoring up a small storm.Chapter ThreeThe

CallTao watched with interest as his new host milled about in his drunken state. After living

through hundreds of lives, he had become quite adept at reading humans. He studied Roen’s

mannerisms and behaviors, his driving habits, the tidiness of the bedroom, and his interaction

with his roommate. He even made a mental note that Roen forgot to brush his teeth.Waiting

until his new host faded into a deep slumber, Tao made his move and suppressed his host’s

consciousness, and then sat him up. Tao had never been that good at unconscious

manipulation to begin with, and already exhausted from the night’s ordeal, his control was

shaky. He maneuvered Roen like a minivan across the room to the desk and pawed at the

football-shaped phone. It took a few tries, but Tao finally dialed the emergency line and waited

the established fifteen rings before someone answered.The other voice said, “Twenty-four-hour

wake-up service. We wake up to wake you up. Can I help you?”“Identification Tao.”“Voice

recognition does not match host Edward Blair.”“Host has been terminated.”“Base binary code

required.”“Binary code one, one, zero, zero, one, zero, one, one, zero, zero, zero,

one.”Silence.“My condolences, Tao. Edward was a good man.”“Thank you, Krys. Register the

new host and patch me through to the Keeper.”“Of course. Will it be long before you are active

again?” Krys asked.“I do not know. Depends on the host; you know how it is.”“Aye, I do. Putting

you through now. Good luck, Tao.”“Thank you.”Tao felt a sharp pang of regret as he waited. He

dreaded this call. It marked the somber finality of losing Edward. He would have to make good

on his previous host’s last wish soon. That was something he was not looking forward to either,

but Kathy deserved better than to be kept in the dark.A woman’s voice came on the line: “Hello,

Tao.”“Keeper.”“I am sorry to hear the news. When Edward’s tracer stopped moving, we were

concerned that you might have been lost to the Eternal Sea.”“Edward made sure I had a

chance to find a new host. Did Command receive the upload?”“Affirmative.”“Is it true?” Tao

asked.“This so-called P1 Penetra program does not seem to be a weapon. Our engineers are

analyzing the blueprints now and believe it may be an advanced communication or surveillance

array.”Surveillance? With the amount of security surrounding the project, that hardly seemed



accurate. The agent they had in the Genjix research division said the project had the highest

priority and was carried out with the utmost secrecy. “Did you see the chemical list?” Tao

asked.“We have. It is a mystery. Our people are working on how these chemicals will correlate

with such an array.”Tao was silent for a few moments, deep in thought. Finally, he asked the

question he was dreading. “Were we able to retrieve his body?”“I am sorry.”Tao cursed. Kathy

would not be able to lay her husband to rest. He had hoped that it was a solace he could

provide her. Now, she was robbed of even that. “Marc. He killed Edward. The operation was a

double-cross. We need to lock him out of our systems.”“Global security changes have already

been initiated. Do not worry about Jeo, Tao. You have more pressing concerns. What is your

new situation, and how long can we expect you out?”Tao pulled out Roen’s wallet and recited

the information on his driver’s license. “New host name: Roen Tan. Age: thirty-one. Height: five-

nine. Weight: hmm… someone obviously lied on his license. I believe he is currently north of

one hundred twenty kilos. I am still assessing the situation, but I believe I have my hands full

with this one. Training time could be significant. Has both mental and physical issues which first

will have to be resolved before he can be any use to us.”“Pulling up his complete background

now. Nothing overly unusual. No military record. No police record, slightly above average

grades in high school, slightly below in college. Hay fever, minor asthma, and some Alzheimer

in the family history. Interesting, one of his ancestors a few generations back was a Prophus.

Seurot, who is no longer with us, lost during the 228 Massacre.”“I knew Seurot. He was a good

Quasing.”The Keeper said, “His records dating back from grade school indicate low self-

esteem and social isolation, but a higher than average intelligence and a history of obesity.

Initiating host transfer protocols now. Roen Tan will no longer exist in a few minutes. Be sure to

make first contact before he tries to pull up his Social Security number or other washed data,”

the Keeper paused. “Tao, I am going to lay out your situation right now. From his files, this new

host of yours is completely inadequate for our needs. Time is short. If he is not flexible for

immediate orientation, we will send someone to dispose of him.”“That should not be

necessary,” Tao cut her off before she could continue. He tried to keep his voice calm, but

inside, he fumed. Voluntary transitions were a despicable practice, regardless of how dire the

situation was. He had never had to perform one before, and did not intend to start now. “I will

attempt to expedite integration. I have already begun his case study…”“No case studies or

gentle awakenings. We cannot afford a long honeymoon. I want results in weeks. He needs to

be online and ready to work in months, understood?” she said.“Keeper, please be realistic. He

has no military experience. It takes at minimum two years to train an agent, and that is not

including his current physical condition. Asking for results in months is an impossible deadline.

You might as well send someone in tonight and shoot him.” Roen snorted and dropped the

phone, mumbling something in his sleep. Tao temporarily lost control and almost fell over.

Muttering under his breath, Tao picked up the phone again. “My apologies, Keeper, he is being

uncooperative.”There was a pause on the other end. “What if we sent you help to push the host

along? There are a few unallocated agents recovering from combat. I can assign one to

you.”Tao hated receiving help with the training. He preferred to mold new hosts to his own

exacting standards. However, under these circumstances, he had little choice in the matter.

“Who is available?”“Haewon’s second year. Eva’s fifth. Baji’s fourth. Vou’s ninth.”“Baji’s fourth, is

it Dania’s daughter?” he asked.“I thought you would select her. She is in the Philippines right

now. I will have her transferred.”“Yes, perfect. Thank you, Keeper.”“Of course, Tao. Be safe, you

were always one of our best.”Roen twisted in his sleep and dropped the phone again. This

time, Tao lost his balance and fell over. Near the end of his strength, he gave up and left the

body where it lay. The mission, compounded with the strain of a new host, had pushed him to



his limits.Tao needed to rest. For the next few days he would observe his host. Then at the right

time, he would introduce himself to Roen Tan, though in reality, there was never a good time for

these sorts of introductions.Usually, he would spend months observing before making contact.

But there was much to do and little time to do it. Roen’s life was now in Tao’s safekeeping. The

Keeper had made the consequences perfectly clear. Tao did not intend to lose a second host in

such a short period of time. As he retired for the night, he couldn’t help but wonder what lay

ahead. Chances were he might have lost a generation staying in this host. But what if this Roen

Tan could be another Edward, Zhu, or Temujin?Chapter FourThe HuntSean Diamont studied

his smartphone, tapping his foot to the beeps of the elevator as it raced up Willis Tower. While

everyone else watched the changing numbers like lemmings, he didn’t bother. He knew exactly

when to get off. To him, every moment in life was part of a chess game. One that he played four

steps ahead of everyone else. Events could be measured in patterns and sequences. By

recognizing and understanding how and when things happened, Sean found that he could live

life very efficiently, exactly how Chiyva wished.Sean first learned the will of his Holy One when

Chiyva found him in the jungles of Vietnam. Back then, he was an undisciplined, delinquent

youth whom his parents had shipped off to the army. He was so difficult to train that he was

almost dishonorably discharged during boot camp. No one expected Sean to return from the

war alive.Chiyva found the eighteen year-old soldier during an intense firefight that left his

platoon dead and Sean captured by the enemy. When his Holy One first spoke, the boy thought

himself mad from captivity. Then, after many months, he realized God had sent an angel to

watch over him. Chiyva taught him how to survive the prison camp, how to read the patterns in

the guards’ patrols, and how to probe for weaknesses in the prison. Together, they hatched an

escape plan. Sean wandered in the jungle for three weeks, surviving off the land, until he

eventually made his way to friendly forces. Sean never questioned the Genjix again. He led the

rescue party back to the prison camp and received a Congressional Medal of Honor, making

him a war hero.Once back in the States, Sean obtained a law degree from Northwestern

University. He was now a managing partner at one of the largest law firms in the country. Not

bad for a young rebel who almost didn’t finish high school.The elevator beeped for the fifty-

fourth time and Sean exited just as the doors opened. His eyes never left his smartphone as he

walked five steps forward, twelve to the left through the glass doors, fifty-three to the right to his

corner office. This was Chiyva’s way, efficiency without errors. This was how Sean escaped the

prison, how he reached the pinnacle of society, and how he became one of the leading Genjix

in the world.Sean tore his gaze from his work long enough to wink at his secretary as she

handed him a stack of documents, never slowing his pace as he proceeded into his office. She

grabbed her notebook and followed. Sean hated pen and paper note-taking. It was slow,

clumsy, and inaccurate. Meredith had never made the transition to a computer like the rest of

civilization. However, her tenure and loyalty to him were indispensable. It would take years to

train a new secretary to her level of knowledge of his work.She also knew about the Genjix and

the true nature of their mission. Sean had a level of trust with her that he could never risk

replacing. Therefore, he resigned himself to her slow note-taking. He hung his jacket, sat in his

chair, and logged onto his computer, listening to her updates as she rambled down the list.“…

and your 3 o’clock has been pushed back to Tuesday,” she was saying. “Your sister’s birthday is

next week. I went ahead and ordered a bouquet of flowers and a card. Do you want to order

new winter tires for her? It’s been a brutal winter. Your junior associate needs to meet to

discuss the Burton merger due diligence. I blocked Wednesday at 10 o’clock for that. You have

a meeting with the CEO of Engras Enterprise at 2 o’clock to discuss the government contract

for military equipment. And Devin Watson called and requested you contact him at your



convenience.”Sean raised an eyebrow at the last name mentioned. He thought through his

responses, giving each their proper due, before turning to Meredith and dictating in rapid

succession as she scribbled in her notebook. “Ask the CEO of Engras – Nick, isn’t it? – to

move our meeting to 7 o’clock over drinks at the Palmer House, and order a bottle of the ’93

Cheval Blanc he likes. See if you can get some run-flat tires this time instead of that garbage

you ordered two years ago. Also, block out the rest of my afternoon.” He hid his rising irritation

as she frantically tried to keep up.“Is there anything else?” she asked when she caught up.“A

cup of coffee in fifteen minutes.” And then he waved her off.Sean waited until she closed the

door behind her and then pushed a button under his desk. The room began to hum with a deep

resonating modulation. The resonance would block any listening devices aimed at his office.

Sean was sure there were no Prophus spies working for the firm, but one could never be too

careful. The humming increased in pitch until eventually, he heard nothing. Satisfied, Sean

turned on his video phone and called Devin. After three rings, Devin’s face appeared on the

screen.“Brother Sean. Chiyva.”“Father.”Devin Watson was an elderly man with a full head of

white hair and a long trimmed beard. His face was weathered and scarred from years of battle

and conflict, but his eyes shined with wisdom and fanatical devotion. He was also the

hemisphere’s senior Councilman and one of Sean’s few direct superiors. His Holy One, Zoras,

was a dominant Genjix who had occupied some of the most powerful and influential individuals

in history. And to the Genjix, that equated with rank and seniority.“Did we receive a response

from the mayor?” Devin lit a cigar and puffed on it.“I’m afraid so.” Sean leaned toward the

screen. “He can’t convince the city council or the state legislature to allow us to build an

offshore platform on Lake Michigan, at least not one with our security requirements. Even with

his influence, there are too many questions being raised about the general purpose, and our

geological research scenario is being challenged by the environmentalists.”Devin grimaced and

took another puff. “This will hinder our manufacturing operations in the Midwest. You need to go

back and remind the mayor who put him in office.”Tell him the alternative.“There may be

another solution,” Sean suggested carefully. “The mayor has always been a friend and grateful

for our contributions. He has offered, as an alternative, the use of land just east of Northerly

Island.”Devin frowned, took another puff of the cigar, and looked off the screen, presumably at

a map. “Underwater?”“Exactly, Father,” Sean continued. “We take the operation twenty meters

underwater off the coast. The mayor has offered the option to build the facility there and

connect it to the surface through underground tunnels. Airborne operations can occur at night,

and the mayor has assured me that we will not require an audit from the municipal or state

government. Basically, everything we need, just not as we had initially planned.”“And the cost?”

With Devin, it always came down to cost.Sean pulled up a file on his computer and scanned

through its contents. Satisfied, he turned back to the screen and smiled. “I just sent you the

summary information. The costs are well within the original parameters, maybe two to three per

cent higher, due to the need to drill underwater, but not more than five. The short-term costs

will be higher because of the underwater construction, but we will save in the long run because

we will not need to mask the facility from the public.”“Excellent. I’ll review these numbers and

get back to you. Good work, Sean. I’ll expect a project timeline this week. Make sure the critical

path does not extend past eighteen months. I expect to go into mass production within

eighteen months.”“Of course, Father. Is there anything else?”Devin took another deep puff. The

smoke was so thick that it obscured the screen. Sean wondered if the old man was trying to kill

himself with all those cigars. Or was it his Holy One?Do not think sacrilegiously.“Apologies,

Chiyva, I meant no disrespect.”“Yes.” Devin leaned closer to the screen. “What is the status with

the break-in at the research base? How does it affect us?”Sean shrugged. “They know of the



program now. As to whether they know what it is designed for? I’m sure they will discern it in

time. They were only able to infiltrate our archives. The stolen blueprints were from an earlier

failed design; it is a complete dead end, but will occupy them for a year or two before they

realize that. We lost one vessel to the Eternal Sea, Yrrika, and we gained a defector. They lost

Edward Blair.”“Blair… They must have wanted the blueprints badly to send him. And

Tao?”“Escaped, but we have some strong leads on his new vessel. I have a briefing with the kill

team momentarily, as a matter of fact.”Devin scowled. “That’s too many resources to expend on

a new vessel. You should be focusing your efforts on a Class A target like Haewon operating in

your area. Tao’s nothing more than a thorn in the side.”“It’s Tao,” Sean replied flatly. “Chiyva

wills it, I obey.”“As you should always obey, Sean.” Devin chuckled. “But don’t let Chiyva’s

grudges dictate your priorities, Sean.”“I am only the instrument of the Holy Ones,” Sean replied.

“Haewon’s trail has grown cold anyway. She hasn’t been on radar since the Katrina cover-

up.”“Haewon should still be the priority if her vessel ever materializes, understand?”“Of course,

Father. The kill team has orders to hunt both.”“Who is leading them?”“Why, one of their

own.”Devin nodded. “Yes, our double-crossing mole. You mentioned the defection in your last

report. Who was it, Jeo’s vessel? Were we able to acquire any solid information on the Prophus

network?”“Not as much as we would like. He was not privy to higher security systems.

However, Jeo assisted in the designing of many of their older networks and we are exploring

those options. Who better to hunt Prophus than someone who is familiar with their

protocols?”“Good, good. Keep me informed.”Sean kept watching the screen after it turned

black. Regardless of what Devin said, Sean knew where Chiyva’s priorities lay. His Holy One

had made that abundantly clear. Tracking Tao’s new host was not going to be easy. The

Prophus were slippery with their new hosts. Chances were he had already gone into

hiding.The Genjix were having an increasingly difficult time tracking Prophus movements ever

since their last major conflict in Brazil, when the Prophus-backed ruling party fell. The Prophus

had been on the defensive ever since, the noose tightening around them bit by bit as they lost

more and more engagements. They were now more covert than ever.A renegade Prophus

might give the Genjix better prospects, though. It had been over half a century since the last

defection, so it was a rare opportunity to utilize someone who had experience with the inner

workings of the Prophus.“Just waiting for you to stick your head out, little rabbit…” Sean’s voice

trailed off as he drummed his fingers along the desk. “We’ll have a net waiting for you.” He

pushed the button on his intercom. “Meredith, is my 10 o’clock here yet?”“Yes, Sean. He’s been

waiting for you.”“Send him in.”Marc walked into his office and sat down in the chair opposite

Sean. Looking like he just got out of bed, Marc wore a brown golf shirt and a pair of worn blue

jeans. Sean gave him one cursory glance and began typing on his computer.Fifteen minutes

passed before Sean said another word. “I trust your new quarters are to your liking?”Marc

shrugged. “Sure beats the hell out of what I had before.”“And your stipend is adequate.”Marc

nodded.Sean gave Marc a hard look. “Good, then you will wear a suit and be dressed

appropriately whenever you are in this office. This is still a law firm, and you’re a fool if you

think your appearance today didn’t raise eyebrows. Do I make myself clear?”Startled, Marc

bowed in response.Sean went back to his work on the computer. “Now, you have a chance to

prove your worth to us. Your standing is low and since you failed to deliver Tao, you’re still on

shaky ground. This will be your chance to rectify that. Follow me.” Sean grabbed his jacket and

strolled out of his office, tapping Meredith’s desk as he passed by. She followed close behind

with pen and paper in hand. Marc, unused to Sean’s methods, had to hurry to catch up.“Are my

people in place?” Sean asked.Meredith nodded. “The personnel you requested were all

contacted last night. All flew in this morning, with the exception of two who are still on missions



for the Vatican. They will arrive later this week.”“Excellent.” Forty steps down this hall, left turn,

five steps forward, right turn, nine steps echoed in the back of his mind.Meredith struggled to

keep up while reading her notes. “They are waiting in your private meeting room.”Sean walked

down the hallway to an elevator and stopped at the door. He stared at the closed doors. It

bothered him that the elevator was not waiting for him. It was a small matter that Meredith

would have to address. He turned irritably toward her and shook his head. “Fix this.” She

understood exactly what he meant.The elevator door opened. Sean and Marc walked in while

Meredith stood outside, still scribbling in her notebook. Sean waited for her to catch up before

he spoke again. “We need to have our contact in the IRS run those checks on the paper trails.

The Prophus are good at hiding their own, and this trail can’t be allowed to get cold. I don’t

care if flags are raised. I want validated information on my desk tonight.”She nodded. “Anything

else?”The nephew and the anniversary.“Of course, I was wrong to forget, Chiyva.”You must be

aware of all things, Sean. Only then can you inspire others through control.“Apologies, Holy

One.”Sean smiled at her and spoke, “I know your nephew is in the hospital for an

appendectomy. Be assured that the bill has been seen to. Also, please accept my

congratulations on your wedding anniversary. You may leave at 5 o’clock today.”The elevator

door closed before she could reply. This time, Sean did not bother counting the beeps as the

elevator sped down to the basement to a secret Genjix safe house. A few minutes later, he

entered a private room deep underground. The fifteen people waiting for him stood up when he

entered. He nodded to a few of them and ignored the rest. They knew who he was, and that

was the only thing that mattered.There were five Genjix among them. Two were newly raised

enforcers whom Sean trusted enough for mid-level missions. Three were older Genjix assigned

to assist with confirmation of the vessel. While their technology was advanced enough to track

Quasing outside a vessel, there was still no reliable method of detecting a Quasing within a

vessel other than through physical contact with another vessel. At least, not yet. Standard

vessels were too valuable to expend on a surveillance team, but Chiaolar, Heefa, and Iku’s

vessels were old and no longer fit for active fieldwork. This mission would be a perfect way to

utilize these resources. The Genjix did not waste.Sean nodded to Marc, who took a seat next

to him. The rest were humans with ambitions of becoming vessels, hoping to prove themselves

worthy of being blessed. This mission would be the perfect test to see which one of them was

the most deserving.“Praise to the Holy Ones,” Sean said, taking a seat.“Praise to the Holy

Ones,” those in the room intoned.“Some of you I know, and the rest of you aren’t worth knowing

until you prove yourself,” he started off. “There are two more operatives on their way, once their

duties elsewhere are concluded.” Sean clicked a button on the table and the room dimmed. A

screen on the far wall turned on and an image of Edward appeared.“This is the Prophus agent

Edward Blair, killed last night infiltrating our Hancock research facility. His Prophus, Tao, is a

senior player in the conflict. Notable vessels: Genghis Khan, Lafayette, and Sun Yat-sen.”A

picture of a dark-skinned woman appeared next to Edward. “This is Stephanie Qu, operating

under an unknown alias. Her Prophus, Haewon, is one of their primary rainmakers. Notable

vessels: Churchill, Voltaire, and Peter the Apostle.“We have fresher leads on Tao, so that will

be your primary focus. Security forces tracked him to a large male under two meters, heavyset,

with dark hair. Possible ethnicities could be Latino, Asian, or he could just be fond of the

tanning bed. The target escaped driving a white sedan believed to be American-made, most

likely a Ford, a four-door model made within the past five years. Unfortunately, there were no

cameras in the vicinity to record the information.“Your mission is to track and confirm the new

vessel. The Prophus hide their people well. Obviously they have already washed any relevant

data in the government systems, so scan for those characteristics. I want passive surveillance



until he is located. Then physical confirmation must be made and the vessel captured alive. I

don’t care if you put him in a coma, as long as he is still breathing. Also, put surveillance on

Edward’s family. Knowing how sentimental the Prophus are, Tao’s new host is bound to pay a

visit.”“White car and a short fat guy? Not much to work with,” Marc said.“If this were easy, I

would have just pulled up his address by now and kicked down his door myself,” Sean

growled.“What about DMV records?” one of the humans asked. “There can’t be that many

white sedans in the city.”“The Prophus aren’t stupid.” Marc shook his head. “Even if you locate

the right car, all their records will have been washed, the license plate will lead to a dead end.

The Social Security number was probably wiped within an hour of Tao finding a new host. Bank

records, medical records, everything would have been altered by now.”“Will we have access to

Homeland Security’s camera network?” Iku’s host asked.Sean nodded. “You will have complete

access to the entire city. I expect active monitoring on the entire grid from 7am to 7pm every

day.”“Those cameras are in black and white,” someone stated the obvious. “A white car will be

difficult to tell apart from other light-colored cars. It’ll be a needle in a haystack.”“I didn’t say the

task was going to be simple. Earning the right to a Holy One requires your diligence. Prove you

are worthy,” snapped Sean.“Why not monitor the city around the clock?” Marc asked. “Maybe

he works at night. We can put a few resources on the night shift.”Sean shook his head. “We’re

paying fifty grand an hour for this access. There’s a global recession going on here, people.

Even we are affected. You’ll have access only from seven to seven.”Marc whistled in disbelief at

the cost.“What is the mission timeline?” asked Amber, one of the enforcer vessels.“As long as

it takes. However, I will be displeased if I receive a billion-dollar bill on my desk. See that our

quarry is captured sooner rather than later. No doubt the Prophus are hard at work readying

this vessel. As you all know, a new vessel is the most vulnerable in the early stages, so time is

of the essence. The longer this takes, the more difficult it will be for you to take him down.

Furthermore, we’re in a major city, so the rules of engagement are limited. I want this quiet. We

don’t need another LA riot to cover up our war. We do not need the heat. Anything else?” No

one said a word.Sean stood up. “You have your orders. All relevant intelligence is being

transferred to your accounts right now. Let me remind you of the critical nature of this

assignment. Both Haewon and Tao are considered high-priority targets in the upper Prophus

echelon. For now, focus on Tao. He is at his weakest right now. We might not have another

chance to take him out permanently. Brother Marc will be leading this team. He has intimate

knowledge of Prophus protocols and operates with my authority. Do I make myself clear?”“Yes,

Father,” the group chorused.Sean nodded and left the room. He would leave it to Jeo to sort

through the details. It’ll be a good test of Jeo’s loyalties and competence as well. The two

enforcers already had instructions to put a bullet in his head if he did something unacceptable.

Marc would accomplish the mission and deliver this Prophus, or die trying. He walked down the

hall and pushed the button to activate the elevator, again fuming at the need to wait. Meredith

had better have this taken care of very soon, anniversary or no anniversary.Chapter FiveDay

AfterBeep.Roen woke up groggy, slowly gaining consciousness to the strangest sensation.

Something didn’t feel right. His bed felt particularly stiff and the view was wrong. Now that he

thought about it, it was also cold, and his blanket was nowhere in reach. He paused. Why was

he sleeping on the floor?Groaning, he sat up and stared at his Chicago Bears phone lying off

its hook. Oh no, was he drunk-dialing again? He tried in vain to remember the events from the

previous night. Roen often worried that he did incredibly stupid things while inebriated, things

he didn’t remember the next day. Unfortunately, everything past stumbling through the front

door was a big haze. Picking himself up, he walked to the bathroom and stared into the mirror.

He looked like the walking dead, with bloodshot eyes and a haggard swollen face.“I think I’m



still drunk.” He winced, feeling the room sway back and forth. Roen flexed his arms and chest,

and sucked in his gut. With a disapproving scowl, he slapped his belly and walked back into his

room, surveying the clothes strewn over the floor. His stomach growled and he wondered why

he was suddenly so famished. Well, who was he to argue with his belly? Time to

eat.Beep.What was that sound? His cell phone! Roen rummaged through a pile of clothes,

patting the pockets on each pair of pants. Finally, he found it in a wrinkled pair of khakis

discarded in the corner. He sorted through the messages, finding two texts sent exactly five

minutes apart.It’s 11. Where are you?I was expecting you in two hours ago.Roen read the

messages again, perplexed. Why would Musday care where he was on a Saturday?“Crap!” he

yelled as he threw on the same pair of khakis and frantically looked for a shirt. Now he

remembered why he wanted to make it an early night yesterday. He was supposed to work this

morning. As he was about to head out the door, his stomach growled again, and he nearly

doubled over in pain.Roen rubbed his belly and looked up at the clock. He didn’t remember

ever being so hungry that it hurt. Did he have time to cook a quick breakfast? He was already

late. His brain and his stomach had a tug of war for a few seconds on what he should do next;

the stomach won and he rushed into the kitchen to make some eggs. It just wouldn’t do if he

passed out at the office. Half a dozen eggs, two pieces of bacon, and three sausage links later,

Roen rushed out the door, still buttoning his shirt just as the clock struck 11.45.He stepped off

the thirty-sixth floor in his office building a few minutes past noon and snuck toward his cubicle,

trying hard not to be seen. He crept down the hallway and turned down one of the aisles.

Brushing his shirt to smooth out the creases, he walked by one of the cubicles and smiled at

the person sitting there.“Hey Jill, good afternoon.”Jill Tesser looked up from her work, her thick-

rimmed glasses hanging low on her nose; a hint of dimples appeared as she smiled, her face

lighting up the room. Roen caught himself staring at her light auburn hair and the faint freckles

that accented her bright hazel eyes. He looked away, his face turning bright red.“Oh, hey, Roen.

I see that the slave drivers got you coming in today too, huh?”“Um, yeah,” he stammered. He

tried to formulate a clever response. “Yes, they did.”She grinned and went back to work. He

stood there awkwardly, trying to think of something to say. She looked back at him. “Oh, I’m

sorry. Was there something you needed?”“Um… no. Just wanted to say hi.” Roen waved and

then, feeling his ears burn, fled to the end of the aisle across three more rows to his own

cubicle. Trying to appear as casual as possible, he crept to his seat and powered on his laptop.

He leaned back and looked around at his disheveled desk, in much the same state as his

bedroom. He was in a six-by-six foot cubicle with blue and red carpeted walls that were

probably popular during the 1960s. Assorted stacks of paper, books, and bags of snacks

littered the desk. Roen picked up a half-eaten bag of stale chips and popped one into his

mouth.

The Light Years

Rachel Noel, “Humorous, Action Packed. A while ago I was introduced to this world through

Rise of Io and I swore I was going to read more of Wesley Chu's books. I was not disappointed!

Admittedly, knowing some of the things that were going to happen further down the timeline

kept me from getting fully engaged in some aspects of the story, but I still had a great time.I've
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read one or two other reviews that describe this as book to read to get yourself motivated and I

have to agree. Reading about Roen's progress in his secret agent training and Tao's demands

for better performance from his human host had me looking at my own gut and thinking "I can

do better" and start looking at ways to get into shape. If you're in the mood for a book that can

inspire you to do more for your diet and exercise, I highly recommend this book. This was such

a fun, action packed, humor filled read. The characters, even the nearly immortal aliens, are so

relatable and interesting. It really helped to fill in some of the gaps in my understanding of the

world from picking up a later book. Even the villains are entertaining. I love intelligent villains

and Genjix know what they're doing. This is a true underdog story and I really want to continue

with the series.If you're at all interested in books about aliens being the driving force behind

human evolution, or even just stories about an underdog turning his life around, I highly

recommend this book, possibly this series.”

Portista, “Top notch science fiction. Earth being invaded by aliens is hardly a new trope; aliens

taking over our bodies is no fresher. But, what if the aliens were here first?Wesley Chu has

imagined a history in which an alien ship from a planet named Quasing crash-landed on earth

way back when the top of the food chain was occupied by dinosaurs— indeed, the crash and

breakup of their vessel into our atmosphere precipitated the dinosaurs die-off. The aliens,

unable to survive unaided in our atmosphere, quickly discovered that they could use animals

as “spacesuits”, and thus survive.Over the tens of millennia, survive was all they did, as life

changed on Earth from predominantly reptile to mammal. With time came hominids, with

whom they discovered they could make a level of mental contact. When humans emerged, the

aliens could finally begin working towards their long, long awaited return to their home

planet.The Quasings were able to communicate and guide their hosts, becoming essentially

two minds in one body. They had a real advantage over us, though: Quasings are essentially

immortal. Their reproduction is internal, rather than external like ours; rather than producing a

new being through reproduction as we do, they reproduce new “cells” within their bodies as old

ones die. They are also able to transfer to a new host body when an old one dies, so that they

will have occupied hundreds of humans by the time the book takes place.After some centuries

of working together, a division arose between two factions of the aliens, the Prophus and the

Genjix. The Genjix believed the best way to ensure ongoing innovation by their human hosts

was by inducing conflict. The Prophus preferred to nurture and guide humans towards the

creativity that they believed would eventually allow them to return home.The division may have

been philosophical, but it soon led to centuries of covert, often bloody war. As each side

struggled for dominance, Prophus (who are the good guys, at least from a human perspective)

found itself overwhelmed precisely because of their unwillingness to toss humans under the

bus.That’s the situation when our story begins. Tao, a top Quasing operative for Prophus, finds

himself surrounded, wounded and cut off by Genjix forces. His host ends up dying, and to

avoid dissipatating Tao must find a new host body almost immediately.The only person near is

not one he would have chosen. Roen Tan is an overweight, depressed man in his late 20s,

stuck in a dead end job that he hates and isn’t very good at, and with less self esteem than a

discarded tissue.Tao has very little time to turn this slob into the warrior he’ll need to

be.Recommended.”

lynnsbooks, “Great debut read, looking forward to No.2. Just finished The Lives of Tao by

Wesley Chu. I’m a bit late to the party with this one and I don’t know why I’ve waited so long

but now I can pretty much read the entire series in short order which I fully intend to do as this



was such a good read.The book starts with a James Bond type action scene in which one man

dies and as he takes his last breath the alien entity that lived within him is released and seeks

the shelter of a new host. By way of background: many, many years ago aliens crash landed

on the planet earth and unable to survive without a host eventually settled on humans. Their

ultimate aim is to return home yet during their time here the group of aliens have become

divided over the treatment of humans and civil war has ensued. The Genjix are the more

powerful of the two groups of aliens. They believe that humans are little more than a means to

an end – to get off the planet. The Prothus on the other hand want to protect humans and the

planet – they pretty much also want to get off planet but think this can be achieved in a more

balanced fashion.In terms of the alien/host relationship. When an alien takes over a human the

two remain in symbiosis until the death of the host – in fact this is the only way for the alien to

be released. In that respect humans are groomed from an early age training for the day when

they might be deemed worthy to become a host.The names of the two main characters in the

story are Tao (the alien) and Roen (his host). Roen is an unsuspecting and pretty much

unwilling host. He’s not ready for this experience and takes a lot of training to get anything up

to a standard where he can keep himself alive even! Tao is a very interesting character and

shares some of his prior history at the start of each chapter which makes for quite intriguing

reading.I’m not really going to elaborate on the plot but more outline what worked for me with

this story.Firstly, it’s actually good fun. The dialogue between Roen and Tao is amusing to say

the least. Chu really set this up well by finding two such opposite characters.Secondly, I really

like the idea that for once the central protagonist is not really ‘the chosen one’. Roen is an

unfit, nerdy, tongue tied, computer geek who’s idea of a good time is a big greasy pizza oozing

with cheese and a couple of beers. He doesn’t have an inner ninja waiting to break out and

frankly even when he has trained hard he’s still no hardass-butt-kicking hero. He frequently

fumbles his gun or goes into a complete paralysis stuck like a rabbit in the headlights at the

first sign of danger. I just find it really refreshing to have a relatively normal guy. I’m not saying

he’s the most easy to like character I’ve ever read because frankly he can be a bit whiney but

he feels real with all his flaws.Thirdly, I like the main concept of the aliens who are really a little

like body snatchers – okay, they don’t kill the human or make another version when they

inhabit but let’s face it – the only way you’re going to be released from this situation is if you

meet the Grim Reaper.Fourthly, the pacing is fast and there’s plenty of action.I’m not going to

deny that I had a few niggles and conflicting feelings when reading – like, the war between the

aliens, I’m not really convinced by it. At the end of the day none of the aliens actually ever

seem to die – they just jump ship. The only real casualties are the humans which is kind of

ironic given that the Prothus are warring with their kind in order to protect people from

mistreatment. I also wasn’t convinced that under the circumstances so many humans would be

on side ready to devote or even sacrifice themselves for the alien cause – particularly when

ultimately the aliens want to leave. Where on earth would that leave the humans – the aliens

after all seem to have been the main instigators of our entire history not to mention the main

catalyst for inventions. And, when the aliens are eventually in a position to leave – well, how

they going to get out of the bodies that are hosting them??? That’s not going to end well for

the hosts methinks. I don’t see what the humans get out of the relationship other than a

complete lack of privacy from the moment they become a host to the moment of their quite

often untimely death? Not that there’s much you can do about it anyway – you’re not exactly

asked for consent before your body is taken over.But, in spite of my niggles or questions I did

really enjoy this and I can’t wait to see where it leads next. Like I said it’s a whole bunch of fun

and a little whirlwind of a book where the pages just speed by. Providing you don’t want to



scrutinise the detail to an nth degree this is a very enjoyable read that I would definitely

recommend.”

Stevie, “Taotally awesome. Reading Wesley Chu's books (and I wholeheartedly recommend

the entire series) is a both a complete joy and extremely easy. If you have a nerdy sense of

humour (no one is judging) then his will intertwine with yours well. It's joyful, it might actually

make you cry. Sadly, most of all, it'll kind of make you wish it was real.It's fantastic. It's a page

turner. And it is fully worth the short period of time it takes to read it. I have recommended to

any of my friends who have ever held a book and none of us have regretted it.”

L Robinson, “You need this book!. It's a perfectly formed piece of fiction and a joy to read. I

stayed up till 5am to finish it because I couldn't bear to put it down.This is the story of how a

pizza loving, under-achieving slob (Roen) has his mind and body invaded by an ancient alien

with an agenda (Tao). They're stuck with each other until Roen dies - and unless he puts in a

lot of hard physical work, that's not likely to be very long at all. It's time for Roen to man up.

He's not keen.Tao is a major player in his faction's ongoing war against their erstwhile brother

aliens. They can't survive the Earth's atmosphere outside of a host body and they can only

move bodies if the old one dies. Jumping into Roen was an act of desperation on Tao's part but

his inconvenient morals won't let him send a kill order just so that he can transfer out. The war

is hotting up and his superiors need him back in the game ASAP. They don't much care who

his host is as long as he is capable of getting the job done. They're pretty sure Roen isn't; and

soon Tao is fighting on three fronts - the Genjix, his impatient bosses and his unwilling

host.Roen's life is changing whether he likes it or not. Could it turn out that he likes the new

one better?This book was funny, absorbing and inventive. I really hope there's a sequel in the

pipeline.”

LB.Zumpshon, “Sproutlore meets Doctor Who. Wasn't sure while reading the first chapter, but

as soon as Roan got introduced I couldn't put the book down. Read it in 2 days, and can't wait

for more. Love Tao, and the idea, and the integration of historical events in Quasing lore. But I

mostly love how human Roan is, as he struggles to be a different, better person. It's something

we can all relate to, being stuck in a rut, though not all of us have the benefit of an alien to help

us get out of it. The only slightly negative thing about the whole book was the portrayal of the

female characters, especially Sonya, as being just a bit too one-dimensional.Overall I'd

recommend this book to anyone, not just sci-fi fans, as it's well-written, with interesting

characters. It reminds me of a cross between Robert Rankin's Barry the time sprout and

Doctor Who, if the doctor could only survive by inhabiting other people's bodies.”

huzefa ishaki, “How do i get my own alien up in my head?. This is an awesome book and

having looked on the authors website am looking forward to the second book in the series! The

story revolves around a war between a race of aliens fought on Earth through us humans. The

aliens need us to survive and live within their human hosts. This is the story of a slob who gets

his own alien Tao who is an important player in this war and has to turn his life around to help

both the aliens and us humans to stop the threat of the Genjix (the baddies). Awesome action

throughout, awesome thriller, and awesome everyday human dilemmas that we all face and

how he faces upto them. Get this book and read it you wont be disappointed!”

The book by Wesley Chu has a rating of  5 out of 4.2. 443 people have provided feedback.
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